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    At first sight, the name of this article doesn't suit the subject of this site, but we will see.
Trying to find the answers concerning human physical and psychological health you certainly
get answers which seem ridiculous. Indeed, which good things should I do apart from I have
been doing? For whom, what and why should I do? Perhaps, I will have only harm. I don't think
so, but working in this sphere, I came across some facts needed to think, they occur so regular
that they seem to be natural. This regulation is similar to one which has brain function after
RANC treatment; it starts the process such as computer function "system restoration". Brain
starts to "scan" and delete "damaged files". It is very difficult to say why it happens, but the fact
remains, it happens regular not only in my work, but also with people who practice this method
not only in Russia and CIS countries, but also abroad.

      

Brain «rebooting" lasts about six weeks, and after this period we can observe the results of this
work. Very often they amaze imagination, and those who use the method RANC know it well.
However, I won't recommend to flatter concerning the speed of the effect. Certainly, very often
some symptoms disappear just after the procedure, but it is better not to incline, because after
that you have one and a half of a month of brain "working". The majority of small disorders such
as ruptures of intervertebral disks, headaches, dizziness, joints pain, trigeminal nerve affection,
epilepsy and other so called functional disorders, they are usually cured after 2-4 procedures
with an interval of six weeks. Others more serious diseases such as Parkinson’s disease,
Tinnitus, multiple sclerosis need a longer course of treatment. In the case of multiple sclerosis
we have rather good results if it hasn't reached a "point of no return". I am sorry, that I have
deviated from the subject, but I believe that it is essential, because patients ask these questions
during consultations, and I have to respond to them, which is not only tiresome, but also
unproductive.

  

What does mean to do good things? What is a degree of this desire? I think that we should do it
not for the pleasure in the "world of goodness", but for our own welfare. In view of it, I remember
the story told by the man who brought his mother for treatment. While she was resting in a
massage armchair, he told me a short story from his life, it was episode which determined his
life.

  

He told: «When I had graduated college and started to work, I was given a tutor". I thought, how
would he teach me? I didn't think that all his recommendations would be given in one phrase:
«Well, boy, if you do something, do it good, because do it bad will happen itself." Since that time
I have been followed his recommendation and don't regret.
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What is the reason of this story? Our world is full enough of evil, misfortune, suffering, but everygood and right action done here, makes this world not only more suitable for living, but alsodecline our sins of mistakes, because it is very simple for our enemies to harm us by using ourfoolishness and vices. Undoubtedly, there are some exceptions due to accidents, for example,"a brick fell on your head", or "lorry has driven on center strip", or you suffer from "influenza".We can do a lot in these situations, but in majority of other diseases we are guilty. I write thisway not because I am a "holy just", but because it is quite the contrary. When you sick anydisease, you start to think about: «Why, why me, am I guilty in something? I am not guilty, Imustn't have got it ". I also had the same thoughts. But nowadays I think contrary, certainly,there are many people who don't think the same, but I just want to tell an example from mypast, and you will understand my feelings. I just want to tell about my profession withoutconfessing. Doctors and patients (most of them think that doctors don't have any illness) willunderstand that this work isn't a simply one, it is like any other work with people, but here wehave unhealthy people, everyone with its own suffering. Once you begin to ache in one "happyday". You think that it is a contingency, and all continue to work, for example offices haveharder work and they don't complain. I am telling that if you haven't succeeded with a situation,you get stress and get an illness. There are many ideas appeared, and the most important is:«How avoid it?". Firstly, I consider it is important to ask: «Why have you chosen thisprofession?" It was my choice, and I have to deal with it, I shouldn't be worry about some trifleswhich our life is full of. As Ecclesiastes (a pseudonym for writing of "Solomon the Wise") told:"vanity of vanities". Moreover when you are nervous, you forget about people who are really inmortal danger, and when you think about it you try to overestimate you reactions.  I want to tell, that there are thing which are impossible to become reconciled with them. This isthe biggest stress in human life; it is death of the close relatives: a mother, a father, a child, awife and a husband. The Russian Orthodox Church has already answered this question. I cancite the whole answer, in this way it will look like a sermon, we don't need it. The sense of theanswer was: «God knows who should stay on the Earth or come back to him". The sorrowremains, don't calm, but just remind, that my days are calculated, that kind of stress can bebigger? Thus, don't trouble for yourself and attract diseases. But, if it happened, don't worry theRANC method cure the diseases which have been considered incurable. You should thinkabout your treatment in time, don't wait until you reach the "point of no return". Fortunately, inmajority of diseases it lasts a long to reach this "point".  Let’s do good things, just for health of our loved ones, or not to harm, at least. Germanphilosopher Immanuel Kant told: «A person who doesn't harm is a good person".  Neurology: neurologist A.A.Ponomarenko
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